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It is a decentralized cryptographic project incubator platform,
where you can create your projects on the BINANCE SMART
CHAIN, ETHEREUM, or any other available network.

With Gemcu, you can create your ICO in
just 3 simple steps.

What is the ICO?
 

An initial coin offering (ICO) is the cryptocurrency industry’s
equivalent of an initial public offering (IPO). A company seeking to
raise money to create a new coin, app, or service can launch an
ICO as a way to raise funds.



Gemcu
SMART CONTRAC BEP20

We launched our GMU token on the Binance
Smart Chain BEP20 network. We use this

network for the famous and its low
commissions.

SMART CONTRAC BEP20:
0xEa6C8991dee3ffdb296461bE091C83F32F732818

Total Supply:
 

1,000,000,000 GMU 



GMU will be used within the platform as a
token, where each person who wants to

launch an ICO must have the equivalent of
$500 in GMU in their Metamask wallet. As

every investor who has held at least $500 in
GMU will have certain privileges when

entering our presale. Thanks to this, Holders
will be able to invest in project presales by

purchasing tokens at a lower price.

Giving you a higher percentage of the profits
for being a member of our Gemcu project. It
should be noted that each ICO launched on
our platform at the end of each successful
collection will have to pay 5% of the funds
raised. Thanks to this the economy of our

project would be guaranteed.



TOKENS
Recipients:

Tokens alocate for Public Sale
40%

Tokens alocate for Private Sale
30%

Exchange Liquidity
15%

Advertising
10%

Team & Founder
5%

Breakdown of our token recipients Total
supply: 1,000,000,000 GMU. Number of

tokens to be offered for sale: 765,000,000
GMU (76.5%).

 
 TOKEN FOR SALE: 765,000,000

GMU

We will give 1% of the founders' 5%
to make an Airdrop, with a

maximum of 10 GMU per wallet. This
is to expand the project and ensure
that every visit to our website can

receive a gift."



Of the 23.5% that did not
go on sale, equivalent to:

235,000,000 GMU.
 
 

staking reward
50%

dollar backing
30%

Project insurance
10%

investment in project and ICO launch
10%

Gemcu is a project with a scheme
designed to sustain itself over time, and
therefore we cannot guarantee that it

will be possible to have good
sustainability or a strong reserve.

 
 



We will keep 117,500,000
these tokens will be kept for

Staking of (GMU).
 
 
 
 

We have created a platform that will
be launched for the Staking of

(GMU), where you can earn a 300%
APY. Monthly, you will receive 25%

for locking GMU in the Staking.
 
 



APY is the annualized rate of return on
an investment, taking into account the
compounded interest that accrues or
grows with the balance. Compounded
interest includes the interest earned

from the initial deposit, plus the
interest earned on that interest.

 
Although commonly associated with
traditional savings, APY is a crucial
metric for cryptocurrency savings

programs and works similarly.
Cryptocurrency investors can earn APY

on their holdings by staking them,
placing them in savings accounts, or

providing liquidity to cash pools
through yield farming.

 
You can start earning APY quickly on

your cryptocurrency through our GMU
Staking platform.

 

What is APY?
 
 
 
 



The objective of Staking is to reward GMU
Holders with a great APY. Attracting new

Holders to grow our project economy.



Liquidity
70%

Staking
20%

HOLDERS
10%

The 5% collected from the ICO launched on our
platform will be distributed as follows:





How will the sale
of GMU be:

Start the sale through the GMU website:
 

MARCH 5, 2023 (5:00 am GMT)
 

Number of tokens for sale:
 

765,000,000 NXC (76.5%)
 

Sale ends on GMT website:
 

JUL 5, 2021 (05:00 AM GMT)
 

GMU Token Price:
 

Round #1 = 0.01 USD
Round #2 = 0.03 USD

 
Acceptable currencies

BNB, USDT, BUSD, USDC
Minimum transaction amount

10 dollars
 


